I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) have been used in clinical applications for enhanced imaging of blood perfused regions. However, their use is not without potential risks. Although UCAs exposed to low pressure ultrasound have a very low risk of damaging cellular structures, as the pressure is increased, UCAs can eventually violently collapse and cause damage to surrounding cells and tissues. One early in vivo study performed imaging of the spinotrapezius muscle in rats, reporting that the inertial cavitation of UCAs due to an applied ultrasound field was directly responsible for the rupture of microvessels. The authors concluded that the magnitude of negative bioeffects depended on concentration and the type of UCA used. Many of the ex vivo studies that examined the potentially adverse effects of cavitation were done with concentrations much higher than are used clinically for diagnostics. It was also concluded in this study that any risks associated with the rupture of UCAs would be dependent upon UCA concentration, the duration of the applied ultrasound, and the maximum pressure amplitude in the tissue.

Because UCAs have been observed to produce bioeffects, it has been proposed that UCAs could also be used to produce beneficial and therapeutic effects. In the last 10 years, UCAs have been examined for potential use in therapy. Based on the mechanical effects of UCAs with ultrasound exposure, therapeutic applications such as sonoporation, sonophoresis, angiogenesis, and lithotripsy have been demonstrated to benefit from the inclusion of UCAs. To be most effective, it has been shown that each of these therapeutic applications requires a relatively high concentration of UCAs at the site where ultrasound is applied. However, current knowledge of UCA concentration is limited solely to the amount inserted at the injection site, and it was estimated that 75% of the UCAs that enter the bloodstream are lost through diffusion and fragmentation within 10 min. Therefore, it is very difficult to estimate the concentration of UCAs in the body, and so a method to quantify this value would be beneficial for minimizing negative bioeffects and/or enhancing therapeutic techniques.

A noninvasive method for estimating UCA concentration in vivo was developed in this study. The method relies upon accurate modeling of the scattering behavior of UCAs. For this reason, it was important to examine previously developed models which characterized the theoretical scattering behavior and dynamics of single UCAs, as well as the experimental backscatter and attenuation results from UCA populations. The results from these studies were then used to develop a scattering model from which UCA concentration estimates could be derived.

Studies performed to characterize the dynamic response of single insonified UCAs have typically been limited to frequencies less than 15 MHz because the focus of these studies was on UCA behavior near resonance. The Marmottant model was recently introduced as a more robust approximation of UCA dynamics, and was demonstrated to accurately predict the instantaneous radius of individual UCAs at 1 to 5 MHz. Other studies obtained good agreement with theoretical values of both instantaneous radius and backscattered power with the Marmottant model for frequencies...
under 10 MHz.21–24 To date, however, limited work has been conducted to verify the Marmottant model at frequencies above 10 MHz. Therefore, one of the goals of this study was to compare experimentally obtained backscatter results near 20 MHz to the scattered pressures due to the radial oscillations predicted by the Marmottant model.

Studies of the experimental backscatter coefficient (BSC) from UCA populations have indicated that attenuation-compensated, backscattered power is linearly proportional to the concentration of UCAs.25–28 The BSCs in these studies were evaluated for frequencies ranging from 1 to 30 MHz, but the effect of the center frequency of each pulse used to excite the UCAs on the BSC was not discussed extensively. It was found that the linear relationship held for a wide range of concentrations, as low as 1500 UCAs per mL. Only one of these studies26 compared the experimental BSC of Albunex® UCAs in vitro to theoretical calculations rather than the relative change in BSC with respect to increasing concentrations. However, the theoretical BSC was computed using the concentration of UCAs inserted into the system. In fact, none of the previous studies have estimated the number of UCAs per mL based solely upon backscatter measurements. It is the primary goal of this study to estimate UCA concentrations in vivo using a regression technique with the experimentally estimated BSC from UCAs, such that future work can assess the technique in vivo.

The noninvasive method for estimation of UCA concentration was verified in vitro. A flow system, developed to emulate the characteristics of the dynamic environment inside the body, was used for verification of the method. Concentration estimates were also obtained for glass beads inserted into the flow system because the beads had well-established scattering properties and thus were used for validation of the experimental system. Measurements of backscatter from the beads were used to compute effective scatterer diameter (ESD) and effective scatterer concentration (ESC) values, which were compared to the optically estimated size distributions and estimated concentrations of beads. These parameters quantify the characteristic size and concentration of scatterers in a volume and are based upon the impedance difference between the scatterers and the surrounding medium.29,30 The method was then repeated for the impedance difference between the scatterers and the surrounding medium.29,30 The method was then repeated for the impedance difference between the scatterers and the surrounding medium.

Two theoretical approaches were explored for extracting UCA concentration: a linear scattering approach16 and a nonlinear scattering model.20 The first approach considered only linear UCA oscillations while the second included the effects of nonlinear UCA oscillations. Each scattering model was used to derive a theoretical BSC, which describes the frequency characteristics of backscattered ultrasound independent of system characteristics.

The first approach was developed from the scattering cross section of a spherical air bubble in water, which is independent of incident intensity.20 Later, the model was further developed,24 and additional shell terms were introduced.16 Using this model, the scattering cross section for a single bubble is calculated as

$$\sigma_{sc} = \frac{4\pi R^2}{(f_r^2 - \frac{1}{f_r^2})^2 + \delta^2}.$$  (1)

where $R$ is the resting bubble radius, $f_r$ is the bubble resonance frequency, $f$ is the frequency of the applied ultrasound, and $\delta$ is a damping coefficient that includes effects of re-radiation ($\delta_{rad}$), viscosity of the surrounding fluid ($\delta_{vis}$), and heat conduction ($\delta_{th}$). The damping coefficient is

$$\delta = \delta_{rad} + \delta_{vis} + \delta_{th} = kR + \frac{4}{\rho c h^2} + \frac{df_r^2}{b f_r^2}.$$  (2)

where $k$ is the acoustic wavenumber based upon the sound speed of the suspending medium, $\omega$ is angular frequency of the applied ultrasound, $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding fluid, $\rho$ is the density of the suspending medium and the ratio $d/b$ is defined in Medwin24 and includes the effects of thermal conductivity. The resonance frequency of the bubble is

$$f_r = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{S_v \beta}{4\pi R^3 \rho A}} + \frac{2S_p}{\rho}}{2\pi},$$  (3)

where $S_v$ is the adiabatic stiffness of the gas, $\beta$ is the surface tension coefficient, and $S_p$ is called the shell parameter.17

The backscatter cross section for a bubble is calculated based upon the fraction of the surface area of the transducer, $A$, to the total surface area of a sphere with radius equal to the distance, $z$, of the transducer to the scattering volume, that is,

$$\sigma_{bsc} = \frac{A}{4\pi z^2} \sigma_{sc}.$$  (4)

Assuming minimal effects due to multiple scattering, the BSC for a size distribution of UCAs in a fixed volume is calculated as the sum of the backscatter cross sections of each bubble in the volume divided by the volume itself.

II. THEORY

A. Scattering from glass beads

The scattering behavior of rigid spheres, e.g., glass beads, is well characterized.32 As such, ESD and ESC estimates from the experimentally obtained BSCs of the glass beads used in this study were derived using the assumptions made in the development by Faran.32 These estimates were then compared with the concentration of beads added to the system and the optically derived size distribution estimates.

B. Scattering from UCAs

Two theoretical approaches were explored for extracting UCA concentration: a linear scattering approach16 and a nonlinear scattering model.20 The first approach considered only linear UCA oscillations while the second included the effects of nonlinear UCA oscillations. Each scattering model was used to derive a theoretical BSC, which describes the frequency characteristics of backscattered ultrasound independent of system characteristics.

The first approach was developed from the scattering cross section of a spherical air bubble in water, which is independent of incident intensity.20 Later, the model was further developed,24 and additional shell terms were introduced.16 Using this model, the scattering cross section for a single bubble is calculated as

$$\sigma_{sc} = \frac{4\pi R^2}{(f_r^2 - \frac{1}{f_r^2})^2 + \delta^2}.$$  (1)

where $R$ is the resting bubble radius, $f_r$ is the bubble resonance frequency, $f$ is the frequency of the applied ultrasound, and $\delta$ is a damping coefficient that includes effects of re-radiation ($\delta_{rad}$), viscosity of the surrounding fluid ($\delta_{vis}$), and heat conduction ($\delta_{th}$). The damping coefficient is

$$\delta = \delta_{rad} + \delta_{vis} + \delta_{th} = kR + \frac{4}{\rho c h^2} + \frac{df_r^2}{b f_r^2}.$$  (2)

where $k$ is the acoustic wavenumber based upon the sound speed of the suspending medium, $\omega$ is angular frequency of the applied ultrasound, $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding fluid, $\rho$ is the density of the suspending medium and the ratio $d/b$ is defined in Medwin24 and includes the effects of thermal conductivity. The resonance frequency of the bubble is

$$f_r = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{S_v \beta}{4\pi R^3 \rho A}} + \frac{2S_p}{\rho}}{2\pi},$$  (3)

where $S_v$ is the adiabatic stiffness of the gas, $\beta$ is the surface tension coefficient, and $S_p$ is called the shell parameter.17

The backscatter cross section for a bubble is calculated based upon the fraction of the surface area of the transducer, $A$, to the total surface area of a sphere with radius equal to the distance, $z$, of the transducer to the scattering volume, that is,

$$\sigma_{bsc} = \frac{A}{4\pi z^2} \sigma_{sc}.$$  (4)

Assuming minimal effects due to multiple scattering, the BSC for a size distribution of UCAs in a fixed volume is calculated as the sum of the backscatter cross sections of each bubble in the volume divided by the volume itself.
It is important to note that none of these derivations considered the effects of nonlinear radial oscillations, which have been observed at peak incident rarefractional pressures as low as 100 kPa for Definity\textsuperscript{10,35} These oscillations were the focus of the second theoretical model assessed in this study, which utilized an equation for single bubble dynamics.\textsuperscript{20} The Marmottant model is based upon a modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation and introduces a variable surface tension coefficient based upon the instantaneous radius of the bubble. The significance of a variable surface tension is that this allows the bubble to behave like a damped oscillator at low incident pressures and a highly nonlinear oscillator at high incident pressures. After calculation of a radius-time curve for each bubble in the simulated field, the bubble was treated as an oscillating spherical source and the scattered pressure in the farfield was derived. In order to obtain the total backscattered power for a collection of UCAs, multiple scattering effects were neglected and so the backscattered power from each UCA was summed individually. The physical properties of Definity UCAs that were used for the Marmottant model in this work were based upon experimental work by Goertz et al.\textsuperscript{31} The buckling radius, $R_{\text{buck}}$ was set to 0.99 $R_0$ the initial radius of the bubble, and the rupture radius, $R_{\text{rupt}}$ was set to 50 times the initial radius of the bubble in order to prevent the code from transitioning to the free bubble state (i.e., no bubble breakup) from the elastic shelled bubble state.

C. Experimental backscatter coefficient estimation

The experimental BSC was estimated based upon a planar reference technique.\textsuperscript{29,36} The following expression was developed for weakly focused transducers under the first-order Born approximation:

$$
\sigma_{\text{BSC-expt}} = 2.17 \frac{z_0^2 \Gamma^2}{A_0 \Delta z} \left| \frac{P_{\text{BSC}}(f)}{P_{\text{Ref}}(f)} \right| A_z. \tag{5}
$$

In this development, $z_0$ is the distance from the transducer to the scattering volume, $\Gamma$ is the reflection coefficient of the reference, $A_0$ is the area of the transducer surface, $\Delta z$ is the axial length of the gated signal, $P_{\text{BSC}}$ and $P_{\text{Ref}}$ are the power spectra of the backscatter and the reference, respectively, and $A_z$ is an attenuation-correction factor\textsuperscript{17}

$$
A_z = e^{\frac{\pi}{2\Delta t} \int_0^T \left( \frac{\alpha(f) L}{1 - e^{-2\alpha(f)L}} \right)^2 df},
$$

with $\alpha(f)$, $\alpha(f)$ the attenuation coefficients (Np/m) of the intervening medium before the gated region and the scattering medium within the gated region, respectively, and $\Delta z$ is the distance from the source to the gated region.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Glass beads

Glass beads (Potters Industries Inc., USA) were first sieved and then mixed with degassed water and run during separate trials. These trials were used to ensure that the setup and calculation of the BSC were robust. Concentrations of 5 g and 10 g of glass beads in 500 mL of degassed water were introduced to the system before backscatter measurements were recorded. The beads were sieved in order to minimize the effects of a variable size on the BSCs.

Size distribution estimates were obtained by processing images recorded with a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M Microscope, Oberkochen, Germany). Upon capturing an image with a resolution of 0.1 µm/pixel, the image was circle detected using the algorithm developed by King and O’Brien, which is based upon the Hough transform.\textsuperscript{21} Average estimates are shown in Fig. 1. The average bead diameter was 49.5 µm with a standard deviation of 2.76 µm.

B. UCAs

Definity\textsuperscript{10} UCAs were used for the acquisition of BSCs for each trial. Trials with the UCAs were run for 1×, 2×, and 5× the dosage recommended by the manufacturer for imaging purposes, which is $8 \times 10^{-5}$ mL of Definity\textsuperscript{10} solution per mL. The manufacturer reports that the microspheres have a mean diameter range of 1.1–3.3 µm, with 98% having a diameter smaller than 10 µm. Before activation, the vial contains 6.52 mg/mL of octafluoropropane and 0.75 mg lipid blend in a sodium chloride suspension. After engaging the Vialmix\textsuperscript{10} activation sequence, the suspension is reported to contain at most $1.2 \times 10^{10}$ microspheres/mL.

Size distributions for the UCAs were obtained using the fluorescence microscope and the same sizing algorithm as was used for the glass beads. The histogram of UCA diameters was divided into 0.2 µm bins because this was equal to the estimated uncertainty in the measurement. The average size distribution for all trials is shown in Fig. 2. The average UCA diameter was 2.2 µm and the standard deviation was 0.71 µm. A Gaussian distribution was assumed for theoretical calculations. Other more complex distributions and their parameters were also examined that more closely matched the actual estimated size distribution. In the frequency range above 15 MHz, the shape of the distribution did not significantly change the estimated concentration value.

Hemacytometer based estimates of concentration were used to confirm those values estimated with BSCs. After a sample of the UCA mixture was removed near the ultrasonic...

![Fig. 1. Size distribution of glass beads used to validate the experiment.](Image)
measurement site, it was inserted into the 1/25 × 1/25 × 1/10 mm³ hemacytometer (Bright-Line, Hausser Scientific, Buffalo, NY) chamber. Laser etchings on the bottom of the chamber divided it into 25 sections of equal volume. By counting the number of UCAs in each section and multiplying by the appropriate proportionality constant, an estimate of UCA concentration was obtained. This was performed immediately following the acquisition of ultrasonic backscatter data in order to minimize the loss of UCAs due to diffusion.

C. Setup and methods

The experimental setup consisted of a flow system pressurized with a peristaltic pump (Masterflex® Variable Speed Economy Console Drive, Vernon Hills, IL) and a Plexiglas® chamber constructed to minimize turbulent flow and sidewall effects near the measurement site. A diagram of the flow system and a picture of the chamber are shown in Fig. 3. The chamber was sealed except for a hole drilled horizontally into its side which was covered with an acoustically transparent well plate seal (Thermo-Scientific ABrane® Adhesive Plate Seals, AB-0580, Hudson, NH). Above the measurement site, a rubber stopper was inserted into another hole to allow for withdrawal of a sample of the mixture. This provided an accurate way to acquire and estimate the actual concentration at the measurement site. The system drew the degassed water and UCA or glass bead mixture from a beaker which contained a large stir bar to assist in mixing. Flow entered the chamber from below through a 3/8 in. opening, diverged vertically to a width of 1.5 in., and converged again to exit through the 3/8 in. tube. After moving through the pump, the mixture was discarded into the same beaker.

Care was taken to ensure that the mixture was properly distributed and the scatterers were moving through the system. The main advantage of a vertical chamber was that the flow moved with the natural buoyant force on the UCAs. This prevented the UCAs from clustering inside the chamber, which would make it difficult to obtain accurate hemacytometer based estimates of UCA concentration. On the other hand, the vertical system worked against the natural tendency of the glass beads to settle downward. Therefore, the flow rate was adjusted to approximately 350 mL/min during all UCA experiments and 1320 mL/min during all glass bead experiments.

Ultrasonic measurements were obtained using a pulser-receiver (Panametrics 5900, Waltham, MA) operating in pulse-echo mode with a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz and 26 dB gain. A 20-MHz, weakly focused transducer (f-number of three) was positioned such that the ultrasonic signal was directed horizontally toward the target site. Using a calibrated membrane hydrophone (National Physics Laboratory, Teddington Middlesex, UK) placed behind the same type of

FIG. 2. Average size distribution of Definity® used in the experimental trials.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Diagram of the flow system indicating location of the flow chamber, transducer, and pump, and corresponding photograph of the chamber.
well plate seal described above, the peak rarefactive pressure (PRP) was recorded for multiple input energies from the pulser-receiver. These same settings were then used during all UCA and glass bead trials in order to track the effects of increasing PRP on UCA response.

In order to obtain the normalized backscattered power spectrum, a planar reference technique was utilized. Measurements of the pulse-echo system impulse response at the focus were approximated by obtaining the power spectrum of the back wall of the experimental apparatus. The back wall was designed to be a smooth, planar Plexiglas® reflector. The noise spectrum was approximated by positioning the transducer focus just inside the chamber and recording the signal in the degassed water in the system without any scatterers. After insertion of the UCAs or glass beads, 500 or 1000 snapshots of the backscattered response were recorded. Another reference measurement was acquired after the sample had been inserted in order to determine the attenuation coefficient using a standard insertion loss technique. Briefly, using the same weakly focused transducer and settings, the magnitudes of the signals reflected from the planar Plexiglas® reflector with and without the UCAs in the field were compared and the attenuation estimated from the difference in these signal strengths. The distance of the transducer to the planar reflector was fixed. The distance through the UCAs liquid was estimated to be equal to the depth of the chamber, i.e., 3/8 in., because it was assumed that the UCAs were distributed throughout the entire cross section of the chamber. The noise spectrum was subtracted before the backscattered power spectrum was normalized. The normalized power spectrum was then calculated with a time gate corresponding to 15 wavelengths of the 20-MHz pulse.

Some of the UCAs were destroyed at the pump before they returned to the beaker because the system was pressurized with a mechanical pump. In order to estimate the available timeframe for acquiring consistent estimates of BSC and concentration, a trial was performed where 1000 backscatter snapshots were acquired every 5 min over a 15 min period. The resulting BSC curves did not change by more than 5% over 15 min. Because all ultrasonic measurements were recorded within 7 min after the UCAs had been inserted into the beaker, concentration estimates derived from these measurements were considered to be minimally affected by the rate of UCA loss in the system.

Expected glass bead concentration was estimated by comparing the initial number of glass beads in the system to the concentration of glass beads moving through the chamber. After backscatter data were collected for each trial, the glass bead and water mixture that exited the flow chamber was collected. The mixture was then heated to separate the glass beads from the water, and the concentration of glass beads flowing through the system was determined.

D. Estimation algorithm

In order to predict UCA concentration using the experimental BSC, a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was implemented in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The algorithm was implemented using three variables. Assuming a Gaussian size distribution with mean and standard deviation in UCA diameter as defining characteristics, these two variables and the UCA concentration value were required to calculate the theoretical BSC. As with any algorithm based upon Newton’s method, it was sensitive to the initial guess of concentration, mean diameter, and standard deviation in diameter. However, it was not a goal of this study to rigorously determine the regions of convergence for this algorithm. Rather, the estimate of UCA concentration for each trial was reported as follows: first, a UCA concentration estimate was calculated using an initial guess for concentration of $9.6 \times 10^5$ UCAs per mL, which corresponds to the approximate Definity® concentration for a 1x dosage. The initial values for UCA concentration were then varied to find the range of values within which the algorithm converged to an estimate. In this analysis, the initial guesses for the size distribution parameters (mean and standard deviation) were first set to those obtained from the average size distribution estimated optically. It was found that for all trials, the algorithm converged only for initial values of UCA concentration within 100 times the final estimate, and that the final estimate was the same for all initial values of UCA concentration that were used within that range. The resulting UCA concentration estimate was reported in the results as the final estimate. Next, estimates were obtained when the initial mean diameter was varied from 1 to 8 μm and the initial standard deviation in diameter was varied from 0.4 to 3 μm. The ranges in the mean diameter and standard deviation of the diameter were chosen to correspond to the ranges observed from the optically estimated size distributions and the size distribution parameters reported by the UCA manufacturer. Because the maximum difference between these UCA concentration estimates and the UCA concentration estimate that was calculated using the average size distribution parameters as initial guesses was less than 2% for all trials, it was concluded that the initial guess was not a limiting factor for the algorithm within the ranges of parameter values that were examined.

IV. RESULTS

A. Glass beads

Resulting BSCs from one trial for each of the two concentrations used in this study are given in Fig. 4. The frequencies chosen for analysis were based upon the -10-dB bandwidth of the 20-MHz transducer that was used. For the 5 g concentration, the ESD and ESC estimates were, respectively, 49.5 μm and $4.8 \times 10^4$ beads/mL. This ESC was within 3.4% of the concentration, $5.0 \times 10^4$ beads/mL, determined by heating the extracted glass bead solution. Similarly, the ESD and ESC estimates for the 10 g concentration were 49.5 μm and $1.0 \times 10^5$ beads/mL, and the ESC estimate was within 2.4% of $9.9 \times 10^5$ beads/mL, the concentration determined from the water evaporation technique.

The glass beads were also used to test whether the flow through the channel was uniform. For example, if the flow caused more particulate to travel down the center of the channel and less to travel on the sides of the channel, then the location of the ultrasonic measurements would yield
different estimates of concentration. If the flow was not uniform across the channel, then by moving the focus of the transducer laterally across the scanning window, the estimate of the BSC and subsequently the estimate of concentration would be different. BSCs were calculated with the glass bead formulation by moving the transducer laterally across the scan window. Differences between BSC curves were less than 0.5% suggesting the flow was uniform across the channel covered by the scanning window.

**B. UCAs**

1. **Theoretical BSCs**

The theoretical BSCs of both individual UCAs and for various size distributions were estimated to determine a frequency range wherein the BSC depended most significantly upon concentration rather than size. Using the linear model for scattering cross section, the cross sections for various diameters of single Definity\textsuperscript{®} UCAs are given as a function of frequency in Fig. 5. Because the larger UCAs dominated contributions to the BSC and the measured size distributions indicated a large presence of UCAs with diameters 0.8–3 \( \mu\)m, it was concluded that the cross section was less heavily influenced by the UCAs’ resonant frequencies above 15 MHz. However, based on this analysis the effects of the size of a UCA on the magnitude of the BSC at frequencies above 15 MHz could not be completely discounted.

The effects of the size distribution parameters, i.e., mean UCA diameter and standard deviation, on the BSCs for Definity\textsuperscript{®} were estimated. This was accomplished by holding the mean diameter constant while varying the standard deviation of the diameter size and then repeating this technique with a constant standard deviation and varying mean diameter. Figure 6 shows the resulting BSCs after these two techniques were applied for a 1\( \times\) concentration of UCAs. The mean diameter was fixed at 2.2 \( \mu\)m in Fig. 6(a), and the standard deviation in diameter was fixed at 0.71 \( \mu\)m in Fig. 6(b) because these were the parameters from the average estimated size distribution. Although in Fig. 6(a), changes in standard deviation had a visible effect on the BSC from 1 to 50 MHz, they had the least effect on BSC for frequencies above 12 MHz. The curve with the lowest magnitude BSC was subtracted from the one with the largest magnitude to determine the frequencies for which the BSC varied the least due to changes in standard deviation of the size distribution. The minimum difference between BSCs in Fig. 6(a) occurred at 14 MHz, and it remained nearly constant from 14 to 50 MHz. Over this frequency range, changes in the standard deviation of UCA diameter had minimal effects on the magnitude of the theoretical BSC. This method of determining the minimum difference between BSCs was repeated for the curves in Fig. 6(b). The greatest difference between BSCs occurred for frequencies below 12 MHz because the mean UCA diameter significantly affected the magnitude of the BSC and the location of the resonant peak within this range. On the other hand, the minimum difference between BSCs occurred at 14 MHz and this difference remained low through 30 MHz. Over the range of 14 to 30 MHz, changes in the mean UCA diameter changed the slope of the BSC but did not affect its magnitude significantly. Above 30 MHz, the difference between BSCs increased.

Based upon this analysis, a 20-MHz center frequency was chosen for data acquisition, which corresponded to a frequency range of 15–28 MHz based upon the -10-dB bandwidth of the 20 MHz transducer. Choosing this range ensured that the standard deviation of diameters would minimally affect the BSC and that changes in the mean diameter would change the slope of the BSC in a predictable way. This would therefore allow the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to converge more quickly to an accurate UCA concentration.

**FIG. 4.** Experimental and theoretical backscatter coefficient for glass beads with a theoretical concentration of (a) 5 g and (b) 10 g of beads in 500 mL of degassed water.

**FIG. 5.** Theoretical scattering cross sections for single UCAs of various diameters.
It was found during the experimental trials that the BSC consistently deviated from the linear model above 25 MHz. Therefore, the frequency range was modified so that 15–25 MHz was used for concentration estimation with Definity and the linear model.

2. Experimental Results

Both attenuation and BSCs were calculated for varying PRPs and concentrations. Figures 7 and 8 show results of attenuation and BSC, respectively. For simplicity, only a single trial from each of the 1×, 2×, and 5× concentrations is shown. In all trials, attenuation was observed to decrease with increasing frequency. For increasing PRP, the attenuation between 15 and 18 MHz also increased and the location of the peak moved to a slightly lower frequency. For frequencies above approximately 20 MHz, the curves were closer together and the lowest PRP corresponded to maximum attenuation. Attenuation of ultrasound through a fluid with Definity has been documented to increase with increasing driving pressure and this has been attributed to non-linear damping and harmonic generation associated with the presence of bubbles.

The corresponding estimated UCA concentration from each experimental BSC was determined using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. These UCA concentration

FIG. 6. Simulated BSC calculated using the linear model and a normal size distribution, where (a) the mean UCA diameter is a constant 2.2 μm and the standard deviation is varied, and (b) the standard deviation in UCA diameter is a constant 0.9 μm and the mean diameter is varied.

FIG. 7. UCA attenuation measurements for varying PRP and (a) 1×, (b) 2×, and (c) 5× concentration.
values were compiled into Table I, which also lists the UCA concentrations that were estimated with the hemacytometer. All of the estimates in Table I were based upon backscatter data obtained for PRPs equal to 140 kPa. UCA concentration estimates were also obtained for trials performed at PRPs higher than 140 kPa. These estimates, which are listed in Table II, were used to examine the effect of increasing PRP on the accuracy of the estimation method. From Fig. 8, it can be observed that the BSC curves were not constant for varying incident PRPs as suggested by the linear model. The BSC decreased slightly with increasing PRP and the corresponding predicted concentration therefore also decreased.

The experimental BSCs were then compared qualitatively to both the linear and Marmottant models. Figure 9 contains three curves corresponding to the experimental, linear, and Marmottant BSCs. A PRP of 140 kPa was chosen for analysis because the backscatter data collected at this PRP most closely corresponded to the hemacytometer based UCA concentration values. A possible explanation for this is that the noise present in the signal from a PRP of 70 kPa added a significant amount of energy to the BSC curve which could not be completely eliminated by simple subtraction of the noise power spectrum. The size distribution used to create the Marmottant BSC was the same as the one used to produce the linear curve, which was estimated using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study used the experimental BSC and a theoretical scattering model to predict the concentration of UCAs in vitro. The method for predicting UCA concentration was assessed using the flow system and experiment described above. Results of concentration estimates obtained using the experimental BSC, when compared to the estimates obtained by counting the UCAs with a hemacytometer, indicated that the method could successfully predict UCA concentration within the limits of the pressure values used in this study.

Qualitatively, the theoretical BSC curve for the glass beads matched the experimental curve for the frequency range of 18–28 MHz. This indicated that the experimental setup and procedure for estimating BSC could produce experimental BSCs that corroborated with theoretical scattering curves for the beads. The predicted concentration was within 6% of the ESC for all trials with the glass beads. Further, the ESD estimates were less than 1% different from the average glass bead diameter from the estimated size distribution for all trials. The glass bead experiments validated that the experimental setup and the method for computing BSC could be used to estimate multiple glass bead concentrations.

A major advantage of the setup was that UCA concentration could be estimated with a hemacytometer. However, the UCAs were not evenly distributed throughout the hemacytometer chamber, and they were constantly rising in the chamber once a sample was inserted. Therefore, hemacytometer based estimates were repeated 5 times per trial in order to estimate the overall average concentration of the UCA mixture that was extracted during each trial. The standard deviations reported in Table I are due to these 5 estimates. In Table I the experimentally estimated UCA concentration matched the hemacytometer based UCA concentration estimate within 1 standard deviation for every trial at a PRP of 140 kPa. In Fig. 8 and Table II, the theoretical scattering model did not predict the change in scattering behavior that was observed experimentally as PRP was increased.
but the estimated UCA concentration was still within 1 standard deviation of the optically derived estimate for a PRP of 390 kPa, as reported in Table II. This change in behavior was probably due to the scattering effects of nonlinear oscillations that occurred for increased PRPs.

In Fig. 9, the Marmottant model did not predict the shape of the experimental BSC for the low PRPs. The curve had a much larger negative slope than the slope of the experimental BSC. A possible explanation for this is that the Marmottant model was created under the assumption of scattering due purely to UCA oscillation dynamics. At frequencies much greater than resonance, it is hypothesized that the scattering behavior of the UCA is dominated by its size rather than its oscillation. The Marmottant model would therefore be more suitable for predicting behavior closer to resonance. Another possible reason for the lack of agreement between experimental data and the Marmottant model is that the model does not account for the effect of frequency range on shell properties. One recent study31 observed that shell viscosity decreased with UCA size and also depended upon frequency. It was hypothesized that for Definity®, smaller UCAs at high frequencies undergo substantially more nonlinear oscillations compared to other types of small UCAs. Other more recent models might yield improved matching with experimentally derived BSCs. For example, several newer models are less strict in defining buckling and rupture radii.32-44 Future studies will include examination of additional models for describing bubble oscillations and scattering.

Limitations on the models and methods used to predict UCA concentration in this study include the choice of frequency range and the actual concentration itself. The frequency range was chosen based upon simulations performed for various size distributions of Definity® UCAs. The average diameter of Definity® is lower than the average of other common UCAs with different shell and gas compositions. Larger UCAs tend to have lower resonance frequencies, which would allow for a lower frequency range to be used to estimate UCA concentration than the 15–25 MHz used in this study. Other shell properties also affect the resonance frequency and the shape of the BSC significantly. Before concentration analysis is performed with other types of UCAs, some simulation must be performed to determine an optimal frequency range.

Attenuation through the UCA cloud and its compensation was a dominant factor in the resulting BSCs. At higher concentrations and low PRP, attenuation was especially significant. As a result, the magnitude of the received backscattered signal decreased as the gated window used to determine the BSC was moved farther away from the transducer. In order to minimize the loss of signal, the window was placed close to the scanning window film. However, some of this effect was unavoidable and reduced the signal to noise ratio of the BSCs. Because compensation for attenuation has a large impact on BSCs and therefore UCA concentration estimates, future implementations of this technique will require accurate experimental estimations of attenuation through the cloud of UCAs. Many studies have shown that the attenuation for a variety of UCAs peaks somewhere below 15 MHz and then decreases, which corroborates with the results displayed in Fig. 7.26,31,45 One study46 found that for concentrations 200× the recommended dosage of Definity®, the attenuation coefficient was about 31 dB/cm at 30 MHz, which was much higher than previous attenuation estimates.31 This indicates that for high UCA concentrations, which are often necessary for imaging or for therapeutic applications, accurate estimates of attenuation will be necessary for obtaining accurate UCA concentration estimates using the method employed in this study.

**TABLE I.** Concentration values estimated optically and with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and the de Jong model from backscatter acquired for a PRP of 140 kPa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRP (kPa)</th>
<th>Optically (UCAs/mL)</th>
<th>Estimated (UCAs/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.7 × 10⁶</td>
<td>2.5 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.4 × 10⁶</td>
<td>2.1 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.4 × 10⁶</td>
<td>2.1 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II.** Estimated Concentration with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and the de Jong model for varying PRP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRP (kPa)</th>
<th>Estimated Concentration (UCAs/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.8 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>2.5 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>1.5 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRP (kPa)</th>
<th>Estimated Concentration (UCAs/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.5 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.3 ± 1.3 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.7 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRP (kPa)</th>
<th>Estimated Concentration (UCAs/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.7 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>3.7 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>3.6 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRP (kPa)</th>
<th>Estimated Concentration (UCAs/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>8.2 ± 1.3 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>7.1 ± 1.1 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.6 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table represents comparison of concentration values estimated optically and with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and the de Jong model for varying PRPs.
In this study, the following contributions were made. First, the concentration was estimated using an inversion technique based upon a linear model for the theoretical BSC. Second, the insonation frequency was determined by calculating the theoretical BSC and choosing a frequency where the effects of UCA size distribution on the theoretical BSC were minimized. Third, the actual UCA concentrations at the measurement site were verified with a hemacytometer rather than assuming that the amounts injected into the flow system were accurate. In fact, the hemacytometer based concentrations were consistently different from the expected amounts introduced to the system through injection. Finally, the importance of pressure dependence on concentration estimates was explicitly shown through the estimation of UCA concentration for varying PRP.
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